
Over the next few months the CPGA Golf Professionals at Storey Creek will be helping you improve your 
golf technique with a series of instruction articles targeting different parts of your game. We hope you 

enjoy your golf more than ever this year!  

For private or group instruction call the Pro Shop 250.923.3673 or visit www.storeycreek.bc.ca 

Understanding Your Slice - Part 1 of 2 

This article will be described for right handed golfers. To cure a slice you first have to understand it. A 
slice is a ball that starts left of the target and moves right of the target. A push slice starts right of the target 
and flies further right. Neither are fun. A fade starts left of the target and curves right onto the target. That 

can be fun. 

In the diagram above, the black line shows the ball to target line. Golfers love when their ball continues on 
this line all the way to their target. The short, blue line indicates the club face angle at impact. The green 

line shows the arc the club is moving on through impact (the swing path). 

In to In is the optimal swing path. If the club face aimed at the target at impact (90 degrees to the black 
line), and was a centre hit, the ball would fly straight. In our diagram the club face is aimed a few degrees 

right so the ball flies to the right. 

When golfers see their ball fly right they usually swing to the left to try and combat it. They swing Out to 
In. If the club face continues to aim right of this swing path, (even though it can face left of the target) the 
ball will start right of the swing path direction and then curve further right. Some golfers don’t mind this. 
They aim down the left side of the fairway and their ball finishes on the right side. Their buddies straight 

shots still go 20 yards further though. (So Stop Slicing)! 

http://www.storeycreek.bc.ca


The most damaging flight is the last one. Swinging In to Out with a club face that aims right of this swing 
path. The ball starts on the club face line and bends even further right. You just lost your ball! 

Check back next week to read Part 2 - Turn Your Slice into a Draw! 
Patience - you are one week away from hitting baby draws! 
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